ISASP Reading Grade 5 Practice Test Constructed Response Rubric

Clear claim with support
“The details in the paragraph confirm Josh’s concerns, because the swaying of the Ferris
wheel cars makes him feel like he is going to fall out since he isn’t strapped in.”
2 pts

Clear claim with support
“Josh’s concerns are challenged in paragraph 11. He was worried about riding the Ferris
wheel because he wouldn’t be strapped in. Even though there was just a bar, however, he
and his sister didn’t fall out when the cars swayed.”
Clear claim with support
“I think his concerns about not being strapped in are kind of confirmed and challenged. The
cars are swaying back, which is scary and confirms his worry. But Josh doesn’t fall out, which
means he had nothing to be worried about. So the worries are also challenged.”

1 pt

0 pts

Relevant details from the text provided, but does not state a claim:
“The Ferris Wheel cart swaying back and forth every time they stop makes Josh feel the need
to hold on tight because he’s worried about falling out.”
Clear claim, but passage support is missing, incomplete, or weak:
“In paragraph 11 Josh gets on the Ferris wheel, and his worries are confirmed by what
happens.”
Claim and passage support given, but support is irrelevant or directly contradicts the claim:
“The information in paragraph 11 confirms his worries. Josh and his sister end up having a
good time on the Ferris Wheel.”
Some effort to respond, but no acceptable claim or support:
“Josh needs to toughen up. Ferris wheels aren’t scary.”

General Constructed Response Scoring Guidelines:
•
•
•

Three to five sentences is considered an appropriate response length to adequately answer a
constructed response. However, length does not count toward score. A response that satisfies
the criteria for one or two points will earn that score, regardless of length.
Spelling and grammar (including using complete sentences) do not count toward score.
Responses, however, must be clear and understandable.
Unless it contradicts the rest of the response, extraneous information will not reduce points
earned.

